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Completed in June 2017, The Forge is the product of a development
partnership between Gotham and Brause Realty. This thoughtfully-designed,
residential tower rises 38 stories, with 272 studio, 1 and 2 bedroom homes,
26,300 square feet of amenity space and 2,600 square feet of retail at the
ground floor, and garage parking for 75 cars, including 3 electric charging
stations. Located on a quiet, tree-lined cul-de-sac just one block from major
transportation at Court Square, The Forge offers a unique option in Long
Island City – excellent access to public transportation, without the noise and
congestion of the major roadways and elevated train tracks. There are 3
subway stops with 7 subway lines within a few blocks, and a Citi Bike Station
1 block away.
DEAL SPECS & PROJECT STRUCTURE
Due to street wall requirements on both sides of the site, the project was
designed as two structures: a two-story building with residential amenity
space and retail along Thomson Avenue and 44th Drive, and a 33-story
building with a lobby, amenities, and approximately 272 residential
units along Purves Street. This design also caters to the local streetscape,
maintaining a leafy tree-lined feel along Purves St, while taking advantage of
the elevation afforded by the tower for striking views of the surroundings, the
NYC skyline and its sunsets.
The area is a hotbed of development, and construction required coordination
with 3 other high rise projects on the same block, including coordination with
local community and business neighbors and NYC Department of Buildings
Safety “Best” Squad.
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The project benefits from an as-of-right 15-year 421a abatement that
required no affordable housing. Financing was through a combination of
debt and equity, with a non-recourse first mortgage construction loan from
two banks for 70% LTV, and a combination of third party and owner equity.
The Forge has been designed to incorporate the latest environmental
technology. Solar panels and a wind turbine on the roof capture sun
and wind energy for supplemental electricity, rainwater capture provides
irrigation for landscaping, is part of the NYSERDA program, and is the first
building in Queens designed to be LEED Silver certified. It is part of the
Brownfield Remediation program in coordination with the NYSBCP program.
The project began with consultation for Feng Shui regarding position and
placement, and is Feng Shui certified. Residential units start on the 3rd floor.
DESIGN & INTERIORS
Like all Gotham projects, The Forge has been designed to respect its
neighborhood and site, delivering a modern, optimal structure without a
harsh disconnect from the existing area .The tower has been oriented along
a north-south axis to optimize unit layouts, maximize views, and blend with
the other high rise buildings in the neighborhood, while the design of the
lower building accommodates the low rise streetscape along Thomson Ave
and 44th Drive. Building B has 3 floors, while the tower tops out at 33 floors,
with 31 of those residential. On the 15th floor, 3 unique units will feature
private terraces. A parking garage in the building offers 53 spaces.
The interiors feature a modern industrial style rooted in the manufacturing
history of the area, with polished concrete, raw wood, blackened steel,
metal screens, meshes and glass all playing a prominent role, softened
by greenery and other additions. Repurposed materials and the work of
local artists will complete the picture. An impressive double-height lobby
is accented by the image of a street art mural salvaged from the original
structure at the Purves Street building site and a custom metal screen with
an image of the Queensboro Bridge. The lobby and adjacent outdoor
courtyard feature works by local artists, in collaboration with the Sculpture
Center, a local institution.
The Forge features a full suite of resident amenities: 24/7 concierge,
Outdoor Pool and Terrace, with a hammock park, “Back Yard” space for
outdoor fitness activities, grills, shuffleboard, bar area, and movie screen,
Resident Lounge areas, party room, and private conference area, Children’s
playroom, Fitness center, Yoga/Spin Studio, Rooftop Sky Lounge, including
a Billiards room, wet bar, and outdoor terrace, bike storage, tenant storage,
laundry and a package room with refrigeration. The Forge also offers free
resident wifi in select public spaces.
Apartments feature a top of the line finish package, with a Bosch washer/
dryer in every residence, stainless steel appliances and Feng Shui-informed
floorplans.
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